By daring & by doing

OUR
MISSION
Be intellectually,
physically and
artistically engaging.

Be vibrant, caring and
connected to strive
for personal best and
pursue excellence.
To honour our
heritage and Christian
foundation.

WESLEY CAPABILITIES
THE 7Cs

KEY RESULT
AREAS

Wesley’s Strategic Impact is the path to students’
achieving their personal best. It is our long held belief
that every student has the capacity to shape their own
learning and demonstrate growth over time.

Flowing from our Strategic Impact are the Wesley
Capabilities, or the ‘7Cs’. These are transferable skills
and behaviours that demonstrate progress towards
students’ achieving their personal best. Alongside
literacy, numeracy and discipline specific knowledge
and skills, students demonstrate their proficiency of
the Capabilities in both academic and non-academic
contexts. Individual student data of the Capabilities is
collected and tracked to demonstrate student growth
over time throughout the schooling journey.

Underpinning our Strategic Impact are five key result
areas that drive the day-to-day core business of the
College. These areas reflect the strategies, targets and
actions that we employ to promote student success.

The College’s Strategic Impact is divided into four areas,
illustrating long-term transformations we wish to see in
all learners.

STRONG THINKER All students can become
strong thinkers.
PURPOSEFUL DOER All students can become
purposeful doers, engaged with all aspects of learning.
POSITIVE CONNECTOR All students can become
positive connectors, acting on their values and engaging
in the community both locally and globally.
POWERFUL SELF-ACTIVATOR All students can
become powerful self-activators, developing a strong
sense of self and becoming self-directed.
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CRITICAL THINKING
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THINKER

CREATIVITY
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MOTTO

COMMITMENT

STRONG
THINKER
COLLABORATION

ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP We encourage looking outward,
listening, serving others and leading as core components of
social responsibility and preparing students for a civic life.
CONNECTED COMMUNITY We foster a positive and
connected community within Wesley and beyond.

PURPOSEFUL
DOER

POWERFUL
SELF-ACTIVATOR

PURPOSEFUL
DOER

TH I N K E R

The ability to actively listen to others,
build positive relationships and take
on specific responsibilities in group
situations.

The ability to serve others, demonstrate
leadership and live the College values.

POSITIVE
CONNECTOR

CITIZENSHIP

The ability to reflect and develop insights,
set goals and pursue personal bests.
CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMENT
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Community
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Respect, Integrity,
Compassion & Courage.

BEYOND THE CLASSROOM Students’ personal growth
and achievement are encouraged through Wesley’s
broad-ranging co-curricular programs.

COMMUNICATION

By daring & by doing.

OUR
CORE
VALUES

The ability to demonstrate a consistent
effort towards learning by planning and
organising work, paying attention to
detail and completing tasks.
The ability to publish work in multi-modes,
develop individual voice and engage
positively with digital technologies.

ACADEMIC SUCCESS Students are supported to
achieve their academic personal best through our
academic programs.

STRONG CHARACTER Students’ social and emotional
development and wellbeing are supported on their
journey from childhood to adulthood.

The ability to ask questions, analyse,
evaluate and classify information, explain
and justify ideas and solve problems.

The ability to explore and generate new
ideas, take risks and be resourceful.

In addition, we place a strong emphasis on quality staff,
infrastructure and governance in order to meet our
core objectives.

F-AC TI VATOR

Be an innovative
learning community
in which students are
empowered to lead
purposeful lives.
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